Dear Dimitris,

As agreed on the phone, I shall herewith confirm in writing the position unanimously agreed by the Executive Committee today. A more detailed and circumstantial mail from James Orbinski will also arrive on your mail very shortly.

1) We ask that the current mission standing at the Kosovo border in Macedonia and supposed to enter Kosovo tomorrow morning be put immediately on stand-by.

2) An international exploratory mission, including Greek expats, shall take place as soon as possible. This mission shall be under the responsibility of the common operational centre, meaning under my personal responsibility as general director of MSF-Switzerland.

3) The projected exploratory mission will comply with the terms of reference drawn by the executive committee 2 weeks ago:
   - low profile
   - no distribution of materials or equipment
   - no communication around the mission
   - no media/journalists present

4) The purpose of the mission is to assess the existence and the acceptability of a humanitarian space inside Serbia and Kosovo.

Expecting your clear agreement on these requirements,
Best regards

Vincent

PS. in case there is any contradiction between this message and the one from James, the latter shall of course be considered as valid.